
Diploma
Doctor

If you find the Diploma exams and Advanced Diploma exams a stretch
- timewise or with the content - we may be able to help!

What is it?
Diploma Doctor offers a bespoke, tailored and 
one to one service to help you through your
Diploma (all of the JO* or RO subjects) or Advanced
Diploma exams. The service is by phone or Skype
and takes into account your preferences, your
existing experience and your diary.

How does it work?
Because this is an individual service, the approach
adopted with one person will be different to
another. The process does, however, remain the
same:

An example
Phil lacked confidence with completing the formula
necessary in the RO2 exam. He also had a very busy
diary. A series of 3 x 1 hour audio meetings was
arranged early evening (to fit in with his diary) along
with support materials and some practice questions.

Our expert helped him to understand the study text
content and link the application of this to his client
work. Examples were explained step-by-step.

Practice questions were used not only to revise the
content, but also to look at essential exam technique.

Who are these experts?
All of our Diploma Doctors are qualified to at least the
level of exams you are taking. Most have (or still are)
working with the CII as examiners or trainers. Two of
the current CII study texts are written by our expert
team and on average, they will have personally run
over 60 days of Diploma Training in the last year. They
have expertise which they are able to communicate
to you in an easy to understand way.

What will it cost?
Want to know more?

Once you have agreed a schedule of coaching, this
will be confirmed in writing. The service costs £130
per hour plus VAT on a pro rata basis (depending on
the support material, this may be an additional cost).

Contact us at The Patterson Group by email to
discuss the service further or arrange an initial call.

An initial no obligation 20 minute telephone
conversation with one of our experts to
establish your background, what you’ve done
and any technical problem areas.
This will jointly establish what needs to be
done and the best way of achieving this.

An agreed number of coaching sessions with
(or without) practice questions and other
support materials. The purpose of the support
will be agreed up-front as will the duration,
cost and any support materials.

Support may include practice questions,
worked examples, past exam papers, our
unique audio material and/or guidance on
exam technique.

* Excluding JO3 - The Tax and Legal Aspects of Business
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